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Abstract
Flavors, masses and mixing of neutrinos are introduced. We con-
sider properties of propagation of mixed neutrinos in vacuum and
matter. We describe status and solutions of the solar and atmo-
spheric neutrino problems and also discuss some other hints to
non zero neutrino mass. Possible patterns of neutrino masses and
mixing are presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
The lectures are devoted to the problem of neutrino masses and lepton mixing.
After the top quark discovery the neutrinos are the only known fermions with unknown
masses. Massive neutrinos may have a number of crucial implications to astrophysics and
cosmology (evolution of the Universe, structure formation, nucleosynthesis, star evolu-
tion). Knowledge of neutrino masses and mixing may shed some light on fermion mass
problem, quark-lepton symmetry, B- and L- number non-conservation, existence and prop-
erties of new mass scales.
2. FLAVORS, MASSES, MIXING







, and tau, 

, neutrinos are dened as the states which









)l; l = e; ; : (1)
Equivalently, one can say that 
l
form the SU(2)-doublets of the Standard Model (SM),






, are called the avor states (in contrast with quark




is dened as the state produced together with positron, 

-
as the state interacting with muon, etc. In general, these two denitions do not coincide.
Moreover, the phenomenological denition is process-dependent. Plausible situation is
when light (or massless) neutrinos, ~
l
, are mixed with heavy leptonic states, N
l
in the















If the mass of heavy lepton is bigger than the energy release in a given process than
phenomenological neutrino will be identied with ~
l




















The nonorthogonality (3) is a manifestation of the lepton number violation. In fact, such a
situation can be realized in the sea - saw mechanism [2, 3], where N
l
are the right handed








is the Dirac mass of neutrino. In the most






GeV, or even at the Grand Unication (GU) scale. And the admixture parameter is




, i.e. too small to be detected in experiment.





, a violation of
the universality could be observable. There is another example. Suppose that 
3
has tau
avor and its mass is in MeV region. Then it can not be produced in beta decay, therefore

3
will play the role of N
l
.
2.2 Number of neutrino avors















are the total, (charge) lepton and hadron widths. The










width in the Standard Model. The LEP data give [1] (t of the Z - line shape)
N

= 2:987 0:012 (4)













are produced independently and their widths sum in







However, if lepton numbers are broken and neutrinos mix it is more natural to consider




, (i = 1, 2, 3) in Z decay. As follows from








































The physical dierence of the state (5) and independent pairs is that 
Z
is the coherent
state and one can observe oscillations in this state provided both neutrino and antineutrino
components are detected [4].
Another source of information on the number of neutrino species is the Primordial
nucleosynthesis [10].
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2.3 Dirac and Majorana neutrinos
In the Standard Model:m

= 0. This follows from the content of the model, namely,
from the fact that in the model there is
{ no right handed neutrino components,
{ no Higgs triplets which can give the Majorana mass for the left handed neutrinos.
The absence of the 
R
gives an explanation of strong upper bounds on the neutrino
masses. However, it looks rather unnatural. In particular, this implies that the left-right
symmetry does not appear at any level.
Moreover, both above items can be questioned by gravity.
If there are the right handed neutrinos, 
R












which has the weak isospin 1/2 and can be generated by Yukawa coupling with Higgs
doublet.

































































i.e. turns out to be true neutral (Majorana) neutrino. The Majorana mass term (8) carry
the lepton number jLj = 2, and consequently, leads to the processes with lepton number
violation by two units. The sign in (10) (related to the sigh of the mass in (9)) determines
the CP-parity of the neutrino state.





where L is the lepton doublet andH is the Higgs doublet. Mass parameterM characterizes
the scale at which the operator (11) is formed.
The operator (11) can be generated by renormalizable interaction with exchange
of particle having mass M as it happens in the see-saw mechanism. It can be produced
radiatively which implies some physics beyond the SM. However, it may appear in the






An alternative possibility is that a theory contains Higgs triplet  (I = 1) and
there is the interaction LL, so that the VEV of  generates the mass term (8).
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2.4 Mixing
If neutrinos are massive they (most probably ) mix. This statement is based on
analogy with quark sector. It is dicult to explain an absence of mixing of massive

















). Mass states are mixtures (combinations) of the avor states and vice versa.




















where  is the mixing angle.
2.5 Bounds on neutrino masses from direct searches and the 
0
  decay
The bounds on neutrino masses are summarized in Fig. 1. Several comments are
in order.
1. Electron neutrino








near the end point is the most sensitive to the neutrino mass. The best
bound have been obtained in INR RAS (Moscow) experiment with integral electrostatic
spectrometer [6]. \Conditionary" bound is
m(
e
) < 3:5 eV 95% C:L: :
It should be noted however, that the results of the experiment have some unexplained
features: in particular, there is a at excess in the integral energy spectrum which starts
very close to the end point. It is this feature leads to the negative value of the m
2
in usual
t. The excess corresponds to the peak in the dierential spectrum, and the result (2.5)
has been obtained by subtraction of the peak.
It turns out that a position of the peak depends on conditions of the experiment.
In the run of experiment in 1994 the peak was at Q E
e
 7 eV , whereas in the run 1996
the peak is at Q   E
e
 11 eV. There were some changes of the experiment in the run
1996, in particular, the strength of the magnetic eld was higher. The shift of the peak
indicates that it has an instrumental origin, rather then origin in neutrino properties (the
tachionic nature of neutrinos, or the existence of dense degenerate neutrino sea). In fact,








































Fig. 1. Bounds on neutrino mass from direct searches and neutrinoless double
beta decay. Also shown are the bound on the mass of long-lived neutrino from
primordial nucleosynthesis (NS) and the range of the hot dark matter neutrino
masses (HDM).
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Similar experiment in Mainz has given the bound [7]: m < 7:2 eV at 95% C.L. .
There is another feature in the spectrum: the excess of events at lower energies of




200 eV. Similar excess was also observed by Mainz group. One
possible explanation of this anomaly is an existence of neutrino with mass m  200 eV
whose admixture in the electron neutrino state is characterized by probability P  1  2
% . This is precisely in the range implied by pulsar velocities (see sect. 4.3).
2. Measurements of the momentum of muon from the pion decay at rest in PSI (Switzer-
land) [8] and the mass of pion give kinematical bound on the mass of muon neutrino
m(

) < 0:16 MeV; 90% C:L: :














. -decay) has measured
the hadron energy and the invariant mass of pions. This gives the two dimensional distri-
bution of events. The existence of the events with the energy and the invariant mass near
the end point leads to the limit [9]
m(

) < 23 MeV ; 95% C:L: : (15)
The limit could be relaxed if one admits mixing of the tau neutrino with muon neutrino,
so that in 

there is some small admixture of the light state.
Strong bound follows from the primordial nucleosynthesis (see [10] for review).
4. Double beta decay. Majorana mass of the electron neutrino is restricted by the neutri-
noless double beta decay Z ! (Z + 2) + 2e
 
. For m  1=r
N
 p  30 MeV, where p is












is the nuclear matrix element. A distinctive property of the decay is that the
sum of energies of two electrons is xed by mass dierence of initial and nal nuclei, i.e.
the spectrum is monochromatic.






. The experiment is performed with enriched
76
Ge isotope in the
Laboratory Gran-Sasso. Lower bound for the half life time corresponds to the upper
bound on the electron neutrino mass [11]
m < 0:68 eV ; 90% C:L: ; (17)
for matrix element calculated in [12]). The uncertainties in the nuclear matrix element
could be estimated by factor 2, and more conservative bound is m < 1 eV.
Vacuum neutrino mixing may inuence the double beta decay. The neutrinoless
double beta decay is determined by m
ee




 30 MeV). In terms of mass eigenstates the eective mass of the electron
neutrino, m
ee














is the element of the mixing matrix S. In this connection two points should be
stressed.
{ Neutrino masses can be both positive and negative which corresponds to dierent CP-
parities (8). Therefore for dierent signs one may have partial or complete cancellation
in (18). In this case the restriction (17) does not exclude masses up to kinematical









. The system evidently has a symmetry
which is the symmetry of lepton number. In fact, these two Majorana components
form Dirac neutrino.
{ If there is no cancellation and one of neutrino components dominates in the sum (18),
the double beta decay bound (17) restricts admixture of this dominant component












 20 MeV we get jU
e3
j < 1:6  10
 4
which is at least one order of magnitude




= 160 kev Eq. (19)
gives jU
e2
j < 1:8  10
 3
which is much smaller than Cabibbo angle. These restrictions
are important for the electroweak see-saw. Note that the bound (17) is stronger than
the mass needed to explain HDM in the Universe.
5. Lower bound on neutrino mass? For M =M
P











where   1 is the renormalization group factor. The value (20) can be considered as the
lower bound on neutrino mass. Indeed, M
P
is the largest mass scale we have in the theory.
If some new interactions exist below this scale at M < M
P
, they can generate neutrino
mass, hHi
2
=M , larger than m
P













Physical scale (the scale of new particle masses, or condensates) can be even much smaller







is the gravitino mass) which are much smaller than







A phenomenological lower bound on m

has been suggested recently [13]. The
exchange of massless neutrinos leads to the long range neutrino forces. In particular, two





















which are extremely small for macroscopic r However in compact stel-
lar objects like neutron stars and white dwarfs, the contributions of these many body
interactions to energy of the star are greatly enhanced due to combinatorial factor.
The contribution of k-body interactions, W
k
, to the total energy is proportional
to number of combinations of k-neutrons from total number of neutrons in a star. The















where n is the number density of neutrons and R
ns
is the radius of neutron star. So
that, the six body contribution to the energy dominates over the four body contribution
etc. [13]. It turns out that the energy due to the eight body interactions overcomes the
mass of a star. According to [13] the only way to resolve this paradox is to assume that
all neutrinos have nonzero masses: m





There is, however, another resolution of the paradox and the mass of neutrino still
can be zero.
The series over k are divergent but they are alternative. It was shown that another
procedure of resummation of series over the k-body interactions leads to very small total
energy [15].
Stars form unusual systems in which n-body forces dominate over n - 1 body forces.
There is, however, physical reason which can make the series to be convergent.
Indeed, a star can be considered as a potential well with the depth V  G
F
n , where
V is due to neutrino interactions with particles of medium, G
F
is the Fermi constant, n
is the number density of the particles. The potential has dierent signs for neutrinos and
antineutrinos. Therefore, neutrinos are trapped, whereas antineutrinos are expelled from
the star. In such a way strongly degenerate sea is formed [16].
The degenerate sea in stars leads to Pauli blocking of the long range forces [17]. As
the result the many body forces do not dominate in self energy of star. This can resolve
the energy paradox suggested in [13] even for massless neutrinos [17].
3. NEUTRINO PROPAGATION IN VACUUM AND MATTER
There are two dierent eects of the propagation of mixed neutrinos (see reviews
[18], [19]):
1). Oscillations which take place (in pure form) in vacuum or in uniform medium.
2). Resonance conversion which may occur in medium with monotonously changing
density.
Although both oscillation and conversion require mixing and are consequences of
mixing these are two dierent eects. Resonance conversion is not the enhanced oscil-
lations. In fact, in the non-uniform medium one expects an interplay of both processes:
oscillations and resonance conversion.
3.1 Oscillations
Surprisingly enough, there is a number of recent papers on theory of neutrino
oscillations [20]. Basic motivation is to nd the limits of application of the so called
standard oscillation formula. In what follows we will reproduce the oscillation formula in
a way which allows to resolve some paradoxes of the neutrino oscillations.
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. (In fact as we
stressed in sect. 2.1, the neutrino state is process dependent and one should calculate A
i
- the amplitudes of probabilities of production of 
i
, (i = 1,2). The amplitudes coincide
with cos  and sin  only if neutrino masses are much smaller than the energy release and







































due to mass dierence. As the result in an arbitrary moment a
neutrino state can be written as













(the common factor exp(i
1
) is omitted since it has no physical sense).
Let us nd . The states 
i
have no xed momenta and energy: they are described
by wave packets with some spread of momenta. Therefore in general we should consider
an interference of waves with dierent momenta and energies. From (24) we have
 = Et px: (27)
In the case of macroscopic distance between the source and detector neutrinos can be



































is the neutrino mass squared








The rst term in (29) vanishes in the center of wave packet. Moreover, if spatial size of



















It is this monotonous increase of the phase dierence with time that results in oscillations.





. The probability to nd 
e

















A neutrino state returns to the initial (avor) state when  = 2. Substituting  = 2










which is called the oscillation length. Now we can immediately write the \standard oscil-




































< L, where L is the size of neutrino source or detector, the above inequality
is nothing but the condition of non averaging the oscillations.




















(the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian). According to (36) avors
of the eigenstates are determined by mixing angle. Mixing angle is xed in vacuum and
therefore the avors of the eigenstates are xed.
Summarizing we can say:
(i)The oscillations are the eect of phase dierence increase between the eigenstates of
the Hamiltonian.




in a given neutrino state are xed (by ).
(iii) Flavors (avor composition) of the eigenstates are also xed (by ).
3.2 Evolution Equation
Let us nd the evolution equation which describes a propagation of mixed neutrinos
in vacuum [18].
1). For ultra relativistic neutrinos up to corrections of the order m

=E one can
neglect the spin eects and therefore omit the spin structure of the wave functions. Then















































































is the mass matrix in avor basis, and in presence of mixing this matrix is non diagonal.
The rst term in the RH side of (40) as well all other contributions proportional


















is the eective Hamiltonian. According to (41), it can be written explicitly in








  cos 2 sin 2
sin 2 cos 2
!
: (43)
The solution of equation (42) leads to the standard oscillation formula (34).
3.3 Matter eect
At low neutrino energies a medium is transparent for neutrinos. Neutrinos undergo
just elastic forward scattering. A state of medium is not changed. In this case the eect




where 	 is the wave function which describes the system of neutrino and medium, and
H
int
is the Hamiltonian of interaction. According to the standard model there is no avor
changing interactions in the lowest order and the matrix of the potentials in the avor
basis, V
f






). Again only dierence of the diagonal elements is
important and V
f






; 0). The dierence of the interactions
of the electron and muon neutrinos in usual medium is due to scattering of the electron































is the Fermi constant and N
e
is the concentration of the electrons.





























3.4 Propagation in Matter
In matter the mixing matrix and the eigenstates are determined by the diagonal-
















, (i = 1, 2) are the eigenvalues of H and S(
m
) is the mixing matrix in matter














, the mixing angle in matter also





































According to (50) 
m





, the avors of the neutrino eigenstates in matter depend on density
too.
Let us nd the evolution equation for the eigenstates. Substituting (49) into (46),


























































Let us consider now the neutrino propagation in matter with dierent density
distributions.
Propagation in matter with constant density (this corresponds to the propagation
of neutrinos inside the Earth: the density prole can be described as several layers with
approximately constant densities). In this case: N
e







and as in the vacuum case the avors of the eigenstates are xed. Moreover, the equations









propagation has a character of oscillations. The only dierence is that now the parameters
of oscillations (depth, length) are determined by the matter mixing angle 
m
and by the




















These values depend on the density and the neutrino energy and dier from the vacuum
values.
Note that at certain energy (resonance energy) which depends on density and
mass dierence, the depth of oscillation becomes maximal and one may have a complete
transformation of neutrino avor, although the vacuum mixing angle can be small. This
phenomenon is called the resonance enhancement of oscillations.
Propagation in matter with varying density (e.g., propagation of neutrinos inside
the Sun). The mixing angle 
m
changes along the neutrino trajectory, and this change
has two crucial consequences: (i). As 
m
determines the avor composition of the neu-
trino eigenstates according to (52), the change of 
m





is non zero; the equations for the eigenstates are not splitted, there





















in the evolution equation (54). The





are neglected, and as in the cases of vacuum and uniform matter
the eigenstates propagate independently. In contrast with vacuum and uniform matter
cases, now avor compositions of the eigenstates change according to density change.
For xed neutrino energy mixing angle depends on density in the following way
(see (50)). At small densities: 
m
 . With increase of density the angle 
m
increases and




= =4, so that the mixing becomes maximal. Then

m
increases further and approaches 
m
= =2 at N  N
R
. It is this change of avor is
the origin of avor conversion. Flavor of neutrino state (averaged over the oscillations)





, the avor of the state can be changed almost completely.





become essential. The probability of transition is determined by the adiabaticity
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(see eq. (55)). The adiabaticity condition in terms of the adiabaticity parameter is 
R
 1.
Using results of general quantum mechanical consideration of the transition between two











Adiabaticity violation usually weakens the avor conversion so that for very strong
violation the avor is not changed.
If P
12
 1, there no conversion eect: there is the \double change": (i) avor





. As a result, a avor state is not changed.
Let us consider the energy dependence of the eect. Suppose neutrinos cross the
layer of matter with monotonously decreasing density from some maximal value N
max
to
zero. (such a situation is realized, e.g., for neutrinos inside the Sun or for neutrinos in the
supernovas.)
1). At low energies matter eect can be neglected and the survival probability equals the
averaged vacuum oscillations probability. P = 1 1=2 sin
2
2. With increase of energy the
matter eect increases enhancing the transition probability.




) determined via the resonance condition by maximal density
the resonance appears in the layer. And then with increase of energy it shifts to smaller
densities. If the adiabaticity condition is fullled, then crossing of the resonance will









, as the result of the


























N=N  constant (which is true for wide region inside the Sun) then 
R
/ 1=E, that is
with increase of the energy the adiabaticity starts to violate and the survival probability
increases. The nonadiabatic edge of the \suppression pit" is described rather reasonably




1). The oscillations are the eect of phase dierence increase between the eigen-
states of the Hamiltonian. The admixtures of the eigenstates 
i
in a given neutrino state
are xed (by ). Flavors (avor composition) of the eigenstates are also xed (by ).
2). Resonance conversion occurs in medium with monotonously changing density.
The resonance conversion is related to change of avors of the neutrino eigenstates ac-
cording to density change.
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4. HINTS
Studies of the solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, large scale structure of the
Universe give the hints to nonzero neutrino masses and lepton mixing. The results from
the laboratory experiment LSND may also have an interpretation in terms of neutrino
oscillations.
4.1 Solar neutrinos
Solar neutrino data give, probably, the strongest hint to non zero masses and mixing
(see for review [21]- [23]). Central part (R < 0:2R

) of the Sun is the source of the electron
neutrinos. Dierent nuclear reactions produce dierent components of spectrum: boron-
, beryllium- , pp- neutrinos etc.. The spectrum is calculated in the Standard Solar Model
(SSM), and the SSM is conrmed by the helioseismology.
According to the SSM main contribution to the energy release comes from the
proton-proton cycle and the largest ux is that of pp-neutrinos (the end point of spectrum
is 0.42 MeV). The Beryllium neutrino ux (line with energy 0.86 MeV) is the \Next to
leading". And the highest energies are the energies of the boron neutrinos with end point
about 14 MeV. (We don't consider small ux of hep- neutrinos).
Solar neutrinos cross the matter of the Sun, then the space between the Sun and
the Earth and then the matter of the Earth (appreciable amount during the night) and
nally are detected by underground installations. At present ve installations measure
signals of the solar neutrinos.






Ar + e) has energy
threshold of the reaction E
th
= 0:81 MeV;
{ Kamiokande experiment (detection of the recoil electrons from  + e !  + e) has
the experimental threshold E = 7:5 MeV.
{ Superkamiokande (super version of Kamiokande) will have threshold about 5 MeV.






Ge+ e are sensitive to neutrinos with E > E
th
= 0:233 MeV.
The detectors have dierent thresholds and therefore are sensitive to dierent parts
of the neutrino spectrum. Therefore already with existing data one can perform the spec-
troscopy of solar neutrinos.
Let us summarize main results. The ratios of signals observed by the Chlorine [24],
e scattering [25] and Gallium [26], [27] experiments to those predicted by the SSM [22],
R  (observed)=(predicted), are respectively:
R
Ar
 0:27 0:04; R
e
 0:42 0:08 R
Ge
 0:53 0:08 : (60)
Kamiokande does not see the eects of distortion of the boron neutrino spectrum. This
real time experiment does not see also time variations of signals: day/night, seasonal
correlated to the solar activity. Best description of the GALLEX data corresponds to
practically constant neutrino ux.
Immediate observation from (60) is that
{ All experiments have registered a decit of the neutrino ux. The exception could be
the Kamiokande /Superkamiokande result which could be consistent with low ux
models predictions.
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 0:5, the Homestake signal is suppressed stronger.
Deeper insight into the problem follows from two observation:
(i) The Ar-production rate by boron neutrino ux, as measured by Kamiokande








(ii) The observed Ge- production rate is at the level of Ge-production rate by








Both facts testify for a strong suppression of the Beryllium neutrino ux. This suppression
can not be explained just by variations of solar models.
Real understanding of the problem follows from solar neutrino spectroscopy which
does not refer to any specic solar model [28] - [45].
Fluxes of the electron neutrinos in the Earth detectors, F
i
(E), (i = pp; Be; pep, N ,
O;B), can be written as
F
i









are the uxes in the reference standard solar model (RSSM).





describe possible eects of neutrino transformations and can be called the neutrino factors.
These factors depend on neutrino parameters: m
2
; ; E as well as on characteristics of
the Sun { density, magnetic elds etc., and satisfy the restriction 0  P (E; ;m
2
)  1.
On the contrary, f
i
are the solar model factors which describe deviation of true





is the original ux of i-component, so that f
i
can be considered as the ux in the units of
the reference model ux.
The problem is to nd separately f
i
and P (E) from the solar neutrino data. If the
Sun is \standard", then f
i
= 1. For \standard" neutrinos (massless, unmixed) we take
P = 1.
Main results of the spectroscopy can be summarized in the following way [45]:
K/SK give immediately an information about energy spectrum of the boron neu-
trinos. Due to strong smoothing in the recoil electron spectrum, even strong distortion
of the neutrino spectrum leads to approximately linear energy dependence of the ratio of




































: We x the slope in the middle of the detected interval
at E
0
= 10 MeV - for deniteness. The 
2
t of Kamiokande spectrum by (64) gives
s
e
= 0:4 0:5 ; (1) : (65)
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The best t point corresponds to 
2
= 9 for 6 d.o.f.. Although the best t corresponds to
non zero slope, the data agree well with an absence of any distortion. In the same time
the data do not exclude rather strong distortion.
The analysis of data can be performed in three steps.





2. Subtracting from Homestake signal the eect of boron neutrinos as measured by K/SK,




3. Subtracting from Gallium data, the eects of high energy and intermediate energy
neutrinos as measured by Homestake and K/SK one nds the pp-neutrino ux. Such an
analysis leads to suppression proles shown in g. 2 - 5. The proles depend on whether
other neutrinos apart from electron neutrino are present in the solar ux or not (for more
detail see [45]).
In the case of zero (small) non electron neutrino ux (g. 2) typical suppression
prole has moderate suppression at high energies E > 7:5 MeV, strong suppression at the
intermediate energies and weak (or absence of) suppression at low energies.
If one admits an existence of the \non electron" neutrino uxes, the spectroscopy
can lead to quite dierent picture of suppression (g. 3 - 5). In particular, the Beryllium
neutrino ux may not be suppressed for suciently large contribution of non- electron
neutrinos to K/SK signal.
These results should be confronted with predictions from dierent solutions of the
problem.
The astrophysical solutions { most of them are based on diminishing of the central
temperature of the Sun. The astrophysical solution gives typical suppression prole with
intermediate energies being suppressed weaker then the high energies. There is no non-
electron neutrinos in this case, so that the prole should be compared with that in g.2.
Obvious dierence between proles is a basis of the conclusion that the astrophysical
solutions are very strongly disfavored.
There are some attempt to diminish ux of the
7
Be-neutrinos. However the helio-
seismological data leave smaller and smaller room for changes of the conditions (even in
the center of the Sun) which lead to appreciable changes of neutrino uxes. Any suggested
modications of physical conditions which do not contradict helioseismological data give
too small changes of the neutrino uxes.
Still one should remember that interpretation of some experimental results may
be incorrect. In fact, some experimental features are not explained and may not be just
statistical eect.
Let us consider solutions based on assumption of non zero masses and mixing.
Vacuum oscillations solution.
The oscillations of neutrinos between the Sun and the Earth with oscillation length
comparable with distance between the Sun and the Earth [46] (for recent analysis see [47]
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Fig. 2. Solar neutrino spectroscopy. The dependence of suppression factor on























Fig. 3. Solar neutrino spectroscopy. The dependence of suppression factor on
neutrino energy. The eective probability of transition to the muon (tau) neu-
trino in the boron neutrino range hP
B
i = 0:6 Shadowed region is the contribution

































































 10 MeV is the typical energy of the high energy part of the boron neutrino
spectrum, R
E






. For small values of f
B







Mixing angle should be large. The bound follows from the Kamiokande/Homestake
data: For RSSM one gets sin
2
2 > 0:7. However, such a large mixing is disfavored by







modication of the 
e
-energy spectrum. In particular, the appearance of high energy tail




) energy spectrum has a larger average energy than
the spectrum of 
e
. The events with E > 40 - 50 MeV are predicted in contrast with
observations. The excluded region covers the region of \just-so" solution.




... one can get variety of distortions
of the boron neutrino energy spectrum [48].
Resonance avor conversion.
Small mixing solution. The dependence of the suppression factor on energy [52]
perfectly ts the conguration (Fig. 3,4). The best t point corresponds to 
2
 0:3  0:4
for 2 d.o.f.. Note that additional contribution to Kamiokande f
B
 0:09, follows from




) on electrons due to the neutral currents.















is restricted essentially by Gallium results.
For f
B




, all eects of conversion in the high energy
part of the boron neutrino spectrum (E > 5   6 MeV) become very weak. In particu-





approaches 1. Thus studying just this part of spectrum it will
be dicult to identify the solution (e.g., to distinguish the conversion and the astrophys-
ical eects).
Large mixing MSW solution also gives reasonable t of the data. Typical energy












2 = 0:65  0:85: (68)
The problem can be solved also by the conversion into sterile neutrino (the state
which has no usual weak interactions): 
e
! S.
The regions of neutrino parameters are approximately the same as in avor case if




The analysis of data in terms of two neutrino mixing is quite realistic, since in the
most interesting cases (simultaneous solution of the solar and hot dark matter problems,
or solar and atmospheric neutrino problems) third neutrino has large mass so that its
m
2
is beyond the resonance region and its mixing to the electron neutrino is rather
small. This reduces the three neutrino task to the case of two neutrino mixing. However,
there is one interesting example where third neutrino could inuence the solutions of the
solar neutrino problem. It was considered previously [53, 54, 55] and reanalyzed recently
in [56, 57]: The third neutrino is in the region of the solution of the atmospheric neutrino
problem (see sect. 7.4): m
3
 0:1 eV and it has an appreciable admixture to the electron
neutrino state.











2 = 3  10
 4
  3  10
 3
are allowed for cos
4
  0:5  0:7.
4.2 Atmospheric Neutrinos
Atmospheric neutrinos (see reviews [58], [59]) are produced mainly by the decays
of pions and muons which in turn appear in interactions of cosmic rays with nuclei of
atmosphere. Depending on energies, these neutrinos induce events of dierent types in
the underground installations. In particular, at suciently low energies (E < 10 GeV)
neutrino interactions (leading to the production of muons and electrons) manifest itself
as contained (inside the detectors) or partially contained muon-like and the electron-like
events.
The atmospheric neutrino problem is the decit of the muon-like events in compar-
ison with the electron-like events. The ratio ( like)=(e like) is predicted (Monte-Carlo
simulations) with rather good accuracy: uncertainties are estimated to be less than 5%.









= 0:55  0:65: (69)
This decit can be explained by oscillations of the muon neutrinos into electron, or tau











2 > 0:5: (70)
Main question is whether the result is really due to the oscillations or due to some
methodics, backgrounds etc.. Let us summarize the important points of discussion.
{ Frejus negative result. The Frejus detector has not found the anomaly: R
=e
= 0:87
0:21 . Although the error bars are large and positive results are just two sigma below.
NUSEX collaboration has given 1 for the double ratio but positive signal is only 1
sigma below.
{ Upward going muons. No decit of muon neutrinos has been found in the detection
of the high energy muon neutrinos. Observed numbers of the so called upward go-
ing muons produced by these neutrinos in the rock surrounding detectors (Baksan,
Kamiokande) are in agreement with expected numbers. The expected numbers, how-
ever, are determined by the absolute value of the ux. And the absolute value has
quite large (up to 30 - 40 %) uncertainties. But even for conservative values of uxes
the bounds exclude practically all parameter region (70).
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However, it should be noted that preliminary results from MACRO detector (Gran-
Sasso) show some (about 2 ) decit of the ux.
{ Stopping-to-through going muons. With certain probability muons produced by neu-
trinos stop in the detector and decay (\stopping muons"). Typical energy of neutrinos
responsible for these muons ( 2 - 20 GeV) is lower than the average energy of neutri-
nos generating through-going muons which just cross the detectors (10  10
3
GeV).
Due to this energy dependence, the ratio of stopping to through going muons is sen-
sitive to oscillations. On the other hand the ratio does not depend on the absolute
values of the uxes which makes the results more reliable. The IMB collaboration
has not found a deviation of the measured ratio from calculated one. This allows one
to exclude some region of the positive results (70).
The conclusion, however, depends on the neutrino cross-sections and on the energy
spectrum. It is argued that the latter is not well known at large energies, to make
rm conclusion.
{ Multi-GeV events: angular dependence. Analyzing the contained and partially con-
tained events with energies above 1.3 GeV the Kamiokande collaboration [60] has
found a dependence of the double ratioR
=e
on the zenith angle 
Z
. The ratio increases
with cos 
Z
. The dependence can be explained by oscillations with almost maximal
mixing and oscillation length about 300 - 1000 km. At low energies (sub-GeV events)
the angular dependence disappears because the oscillation length is small and the
oscillations are averaged out for all angles. Being conrmed the 
Z
-dependence will
be the proof of the oscillation interpretation. However, at the moment the statement
about existence of the angular dependence is not compelling. It is bases essentially
on the excess the  like events in one angular bin in which the muon arrive from the
above. There is also an appreciable excess of the e-like events in the direction from
the center of the Earth. For the oscillation length under discussion, however, one does
not expect the observed strong dependence for upward going electrons.
{ No misidentication. The calibration experiment at KEK has shown that e-like and
-like events are identied in water Cherenkov detector correctly: There is no room
to explain the eect by the misidentication.
{ Methodics and SOUDAN result. The decit has been observed in the water Cherenkov
detectors in the same time no decit has been found in the iron track calorimeters
(Frejus, Nusex). (Although the error bars in these experiments are large and they
are only 2 above the Kamiokande/IMB result.) Does this mean that the origin
of the decit is the methodics of the experiment? In this connection the SOUDAN
experiment result (calorimeter experiment with larger volume improved methodics







still can not be considered as decisive.
{ Dependence on the depth? The tendency was marked that the deeper the installation
the weaker \anomaly". The smallest \R
=e
" is from IMB detector (the depth 1800
m.v.e. -meters of water equivalent) and there is no anomaly in Frejus (4500 m.v.e.).
The deeper the installation the smaller background [62]. Conclusion: atmospheric
anomaly is the background eect?
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{ Neutron background. Neutrons are produced in interactions of muons with nuclei
in the rock surrounding the installations. Neutrons diuse inside the detector and
interacting with nuclei produce (in particular) neutral pions. Two gamma quanta
from pion decay generate the EM shower which imitate the e-like event. It is claimed
[62] that this can solve the problem. Clearly, neutron events should be concentrated
near the walls of the detectors. Kamiokande collaboration argues that the eect is
negligibly small. Recent studies of the vertex distributions in the detector have given
that the neutron contamination the sub-GeV e-like sample is smaller than 1:2% (90%
C.L.) [63].
Also the neutron signal has not been observed by SOUDAN experiment.
{ Double ratio or two ratios? Consistency. Some information can be hidden in the
double ratio. It was pointed out [64] that although there is an agreement in R
=e




are dierent, e.g., for the sub- and multi-GeV
events in Kamiokande. Moreover the disagreement can not be removed completely
by oscillations.
{ Reactors bound. No oscillations 
e
! anything has been observed in the reactor
experiments BUGEY-3 [65] and Krasnoyarsk [66]. The excluded region of the neutrino






Let us compare situations with atmospheric and solar neutrinos. In the case of
solar neutrinos there are solutions which give excellent t of data. Moreover there are
several solutions which give a good t. As far as concerning the atmospheric neutrinos,
the oscillations seem to be the only viable explanation, but even this explanation does
not give good description of all data.
The problem can be resolved by SuperKamiokande, CHOOZ and forthcoming long
base line accelerator experiments.
4.3 Neutrino mass and the peculiar velocities of pulsars
There is the long standing problem of explanation of the high peculiar velocities
of pulsars (v  500 km/s). Non-symmetric collapse, eects in binary systems etc., give
typically smaller velocities. It looks quite reasonable to relate these velocities with neutrino




of the integral momentum carried




asymmetry (anisotropy) in neutrino emission is
enough to solve the problem [67].
The anisotropy of neutrino properties can be related to the magnetic eld. It was




Gauss) can inuence weak processes
immediately: the probabilities of emission of neutrinos along the eld and against the eld
are dierent.
According to mechanism suggested in [68] the magnetic eld inuences the reso-
nance avor conversion of neutrinos thus leading to angular asymmetry of the conversion
with respect to the magnetic eld. The latter results in asymmetry of the neutrino prop-
erties.
Let us give some details. Polarization of medium modies the potentials. Instead






















k  ~p=p, and ~p is the momentum of neutrino,
~
hsi is the averaged vector of spin of
electrons in medium. Electrons are polarized by the magnetic eld. The polarization is de-
termined by concentration of electrons in the lowest Landau level. For strongly degenerate
























































-neutrinoshpere (the latter is deeper than the former due to
weaker interactions of 

). Thus the 

which appear in the resonance layer will propa-
gate freely and 
e
's are immediately absorbed. The resonance layer becomes the \neutri-
nosphere" for 

. (In fact, in presence of the magnetic eld the neutrinosphere becomes
\neutrinoellipsoid" and this is crucial for the mechanism).
It is assumed that inside the protoneutron star there is a strong magnetic eld
of the dipole type. Then in one hemisphere the eld is directed outside the star, so




B) > 0, whereas in another hemisphere the eld




B) < 0 . The magnetic eld modies the





the resonance condition is satised at larger densities and larger temperatures; 

emitted





the resonance is at lower densities and lower temperatures and neutrinos have smaller
energies. Thus presence of the magnetic eld leads to dierence in energies of 

emitted
in dierent directions and therefore neutrino burst knocks the star. The observed velocities





























which gives B  10
13
Gauss. From the condition
that the resonance should be below the 
e









> 100 eV : (75)






Thus explanation of the peculiar velocities of pulsars based on the resonance avor
conversion implies the mass of the heaviest ( 

) neutrino bigger than 100 eV. To avoid
the cosmological bound on mass, the neutrino must decay (e.g. with Majoron emission).
In connection with Kusenko-Segre proposal [68] it is interesting to recall recent





4.4 Hot Dark Matter
There is a number of studies of the structure formation for value of the Hubble
constant h = 0:5 and 
 = 1 [69] A good t of the data can be obtained in the so called
mixed scenario with dominating contribution of the cold dark matter 
 = 0:7  0:8 and
the rest contribution 

HDM
 0:2 from the hot dark matter [70], [71] [72]. The natural
candidate for the hot dark matter is the relic neutrinos with mass 5 - 7 eV. Even better
t can be achieved for two types of neutrinos with masses 2 - 3 eV, so that total 

HDM




It should be noted that scenario with HDM is not the only possibility. Good t can
be achieved by, e.g., modication of the spectrum of original density perturbations (devia-
tion from Zeldovich - Harrison spectrum). Also the possibilities with nonzero cosmological
constant exist.
Independently on whether neutrinos as HDM exist or not, the Large scale structure
formation of the Universe can be used to put upper bound on the neutrino mass. Indeed,
pure hot dark matter scenario (light neutrinos) certainly does not explain the structure.
Dominating component should be the cold one [70], [71] [72]. Good t of the cosmological









< 15 eV: (76)
4.5 LSND
KARMEN [73] and LSND [74] collaborations are looking for the oscillations of



















, where the background from the primary beam is rather small and there




+ p ! n + e
+
and both products
of the reaction { neutron and positron { are detected. The correlation of signals from
the positron and neutron is the main criteria for selection. No signal of the neutrino
oscillations has been found by KARMEN. At certain experimental cut o conditions 22
events have been observed by LSND in the energy interval 36 - 60 MeV, whereas 4:60:6
are expected from known sources.






























2  1:5  10
 3
  4  10
 2
: (77)
There is a number of questions concerning LSND result [75] and one needs more data to
make any conclusion. In any case it is interesting to look at the region of parameters (77)





Existing neutrino anomalies imply strongly dierent scales of m
2
. For the solar








































 (1  50) eV
2
(82)
can cover the LSND range.











and inequality (81) can not be satised. That is, with three neutrinos it is impossible to
reconcile all the anomalies. Furthermore, additional larger scale is needed for explanation
of pulsar velocities (75).
Three dierent possibilities are discussed in this connection. One can















{ \sacrice" at least one anomaly, e.g. the LSND result, or atmospheric neutrinos;
{ introduce additional neutrino states.
In what follows we will consider the most appealing possibilities.






is the eective mass of the electron
neutrino.
5.2 \Standard" scenario
The mass spectrum and mixing pattern are shown in g. 6.
{ Second mass, m
2
, is in the range
m
2
= (2  3)  10
 3
eV; (85)




solves the solar neutrino problem.


















are the masses of the electron and muon,  is a phase and 

is the
angle which comes from diagonalization of the neutrino mass matrix. The relation
between the angles and the masses (86) is similar to the relation in quark sector and
follows naturally from the Fritzsch ansatz for mass matrices. Such a possibility can
be realized in terms of the see-saw mechanism of mass generation.
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{ The third neutrino has the mass about 5 eV and composes the desired hot component
of the dark matter.








is the mass of charm quark the light mass (85) leads via the see-saw formula
to the Majorana mass of the RH neutrino:
M
2
 (2  4)  10
10
GeV : (87)
(Here the renormalization of mass relation in the Minimal supersymmetric standard





the mass of 
3
leads via the
see-saw mechanism to the Majorana mass of the RH neutrino
M
3
 (4  8)  10
12
GeV : (88)


























GeV can produce the lepton
asymmetry of the Universe which can be transformed by sphalerons in to the baryon
asymmetry [77].
{ Simplest schemes with quark - lepton symmetry lead to mixing angle for the e 
and   generations: 
e
 (0:3   3)V
td
. This value is close to the bound from the









> 2 eV) [78].




; where k = 1=3 3 and   0:6 0:7
is the renormalization factor. If m
3
> 3 eV some part of expected region of mixing
angles is already excluded by FNAL 531. A large part of the region can be studied by
CHORUS and NOMAD. The rest (especially m
3





































Fig. 6. Qualitative pattern of neutrino masses and mixing. Boxes corre-
spond to dierent mass eigenstates. The sizes of dierent regions in the
boxes determine avors (jU
if
j) of given eigenstates. Weakly hatched re-
gions correspond to the electron avor, strongly hatched regions depict
the muon avor and black regions present the tau avor. Arrow connects























Fig. 7. The same as in g. 6 for scenario with strongly degenerate neu-
trino spectrum. Arrow \ATM" connects the eigenstates involved in the

























Fig. 8. The same as in g. 6 for scenario Solar + Atmospheric neutrinos.
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give the upper bound on this depth:
< 10
 3
[80] which is too small to explain the LSND result.
5.3 Degenerate neutrinos
The standard scenario does not solve the atmospheric neutrino problem. Solar,
atmospheric and HDM problem can be solved simultaneously, if neutrinos have strongly




























The corresponding mass matrix may have the form [82]
m = m
0
I + m; (89)
where I is the unit matrix, m  m
0
 1   2 eV. Moreover (89) can be realized in
unique see-saw mechanism with non zero direct Majorana masses of the left components.
Main contribution,m
0
, originates from interaction with Higgs triplets which respects some
horizontal symmetry like SU(2), S
4
or permutation symmetry. It looks quite interesting





















, so that the solar neutrino problem is solved by the large mixing MSW solution.






2), and for sin
2
2 = 0:7 one
gets suppression factor 0.3. However simple formula (89) does not work [83].
No observable signals are expected in CHORUS/NOMAD and LSND/KARMEN.
5.4 \Solar + Atmospheric neutrinos"
Another possibility (g.8) is to sacrice the HDM assuming (if needed) that some
other particles (e.g. sterile neutrinos, axino etc..) are responsible for structure formation
in the Universe. In this case m
3




oscillations explain the atmospheric









which implies an enhancement of the mixing in the neutrino Dirac
mass matrix [84]. It could be related to the see-saw enhancement mechanism [85, 86]
endowed by renormalization group enhancement [86] or with strong mixing in charge
lepton sector [87].
5.5 More neutrino states?
The safe way to accommodate all the anomalies is to introduce new neutrino state
(see e.g. [88], [89], [90]). As follows from LEP bound on the number of neutrino species
(4) this state should be sterile (singlet of SM symmetry group).
Nucleosynthesis bound is satised, if S has the parameters needed for a solution of











































Fig. 9. The same as in g. 6 for the scenario with sterile neutrino for the solar































Fig. 10. The same as in g. 9 for the scenario with sterile neutrino for the
atmospheric neutrino problem.
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{ Sterile neutrino has the mass m
S
 (2  3)  10
 3
eV and mixes with 
e





solves the solar neutrino problem.















explain the atmospheric neutrino problem.
{ 
e








mixing can be strong enough to explain
the LSND result.




oscillations in CHORUS/NOMAD as well as in future
searches of the 
0
  decay .
{ Production of heavy elements in supernova via \r-processes" is problematic for this
scenario.
5.6 Rescue the standard scenario
The atmospheric neutrino decit is the problem for the standard scenario. To solve
the atmospheric neutrino problem one can assume that an additional light singlet fermion





oscillations explain the data [91]. In this case one arrives at the scheme (g.
10). Production of 
s
singlets in the Early Universe can be suppressed (if needed) by









The presence of large admixture of the sterile component in 
2
inuences resonance
conversion of solar 
e





There is a number of dierent mechanisms of neutrino mass generation. All of them
contain new free parameters and typically by tting these parameters one can reproduce
the same pattern of the neutrino masses and mixing. Therefore, as much as possible
complete information about the pattern of neutrino masses and mixing and also additional
information from other sectors of the theory may help in identication of origin of the
neutrino mass.
6. CONCLUSIONS
1. A number of experimental results indicate that neutrino oscillations or/and resonance
avor conversion really exist. The oscillations and conversion imply (in the simplest ver-
sion) non-zero neutrino masses and lepton mixing.
2. The most strong indication comes probably from studies of the solar neutrino uxes.
The astrophysical solutions of the solar neutrino problem are strongly disfavored, whereas
solutions based on nonzero neutrino mass and mixing give very good t of the experimen-
tal results.
3. New and forthcoming experiments (SuperKamiokande, SNO, accelerator experiments
CHORUS and NOMAD, reactor experiments CHOOZ etc.) have a good chance to estab-
lish an existence of non-zero neutrino mass and mixing.
4. Dierent patterns of neutrino masses and mixing have been elaborated which agree
with existing constraints and allow one to describe simultaneously some (or even all) neu-
194
trino anomalies.
5. The patterns will be seriously checked in new and forthcoming experiments. Establish-
ing of the true pattern may shed some light on the origin of neutrino mass.
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